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List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6
Suffix
-cious

Suffix
-tious

Suffix
-cial

Suffix
-tial

Suffix
-ant

Suffix
-ance

vicious ambitious official partial observant observance
conscious cautious artificial confidential hesitant tolerance
malicious fictitious social essential tolerant substance
suspicious infectious judicial potential migrant radiance
spacious nutritious glacial impartial radiant hesitance
luscious scrumptious crucial sequential vibrant vibrance
tenacious contentious special torrential exultant jubilance
ferocious repetitious beneficial influential occupant perseverance
voracious unambitious superficial residential indignant variance
capacious ostentatious deferential jublilant dominance

List 7 List 8 List 9 List 10 List 11 List 12
Suffix
-ancy

Suffix
-ent

Suffix
-ence

Suffix
-ency

Suffix
-able

Suffix
-ably

hesitancy innocent innocence decency adorable adorably
occupancy decent confidence frequency applicable applicably
exultancy confident reticence urgency considerable considerably
vibrancy recent magnificence pungency tolerable tolerably
jubilancy percent translucence emergency quotable variably
vacancy reticent negligence contingency operable presentably
expectancy crescent indulgence translucency variable justifiably
consultancy urgent intelligence complacency habitable knowledgeably

frequent sequence separable reasonably
pungent eloquence unimaginable comfortably

List 13 List 14 List 15 List 16 List 17 List 18

Suffix
-ible

Suffix
-ibly

Homophones &
easily confused 

words

Homophones &
easily confused 

words

Homophones &
easily confused 

words
Mythical 
creatures

possible possibly aisle bridal heard dragon
horrible horribly isle bridle herd gorgon
terrible terribly aloud cereal led minotaur
visible visibly allowed serial lead phoenix
incredible incredibly affect compliment morning unicorn
sensible sensibly effect complement mourning centaur
edible legibly altar farther past cyclops
legible audibly alter father passed elf
audible feasibly ascent guessed precede leprechaun
tangible forcibly assent guest proceed sylph



List 13 List 14 List 15 List 16 List 17 List 18

Suffix
-ible

Suffix
-ibly

Homophones &
easily confused 

words

Homophones &
easily confused 

words

Homophones &
easily confused 

words
Mythical 
creatures

possible possibly aisle bridal heard dragon
horrible horribly isle bridle herd gorgon
terrible terribly aloud cereal led minotaur
visible visibly allowed serial lead phoenix
incredible incredibly affect compliment morning unicorn
sensible sensibly effect complement mourning centaur
edible legibly altar farther past cyclops
legible audibly alter father passed elf
audible feasibly ascent guessed precede leprechaun
tangible forcibly assent guest proceed sylph

List 19 List 20 List 21 List 22 List 23 List 24
Adjectives 
to describe 

heroes

Adjectives 
to describe 

villains

Adjectives 
to describe 

victims

Adjectives 
to describe 

mythical places

Nouns relating 
to danger and 

disaster Modal Verbs
enchanting vindictive forlorn mystical labyrinth can
captivating diabolical abandoned fabled quest would
enthralling mischievous distressed ancient challenge will
gallant embittered mournful faraway deception must
intrepid resentful wretched legendary disguise may
valiant vengeful inconsolable utopian saga won't
fearless seething betrayed imaginary trial could
resolute wrathful rejected magical catastrophe should
daring incensed helpless distant tragedy might
dauntless enraged desolate fantastical adversity

List 25 List 26 List 27 List 28 List 29 List 30

Common 
Themes

Words relating 
to Greek 

mythology

Academic Vocab
poetry

Academic Vocab
drama

Linking Words & 
Phrases

Adjectives
dry&wet

loyalty Herculean verse cast for instance arid
transformation narcissism rhythm character in order to dehydrated
compassion nemesis couplet stage direction in addition dried
cooperation hypnosis meter (US) dialogue another shrunken
teamwork procrustean metre (UK) script for example dusty
achievement tantalize (US) rhyme drama also oily
jealousy tantalise (UK) stanza scene because clammy
equality cereal sonnet narrator furthermore damp
responsibility panic alliteration playwright so that slippery
leadership halcyon acrostic set however sticky

imagery as a result



List 31 List 32 List 33 List 34 List 35 List 36
Adjectives
touch - hot

Adjectives
touch - texture

Adjectives
touch - temp

Adjectives
touch 

Adjectives
touch 

Adjectives
taste

burning coarse balmy feathery stocky tart
blistering prickly breezy fragile thick sugary
boiling rubbery chilly slight tough fatty
steamy leathery cool tender heavy smoky
sizzling hairy frosty fresh jagged syrupy
scorching gritty lukewarm fleshy bumpy peppery
stifling fuzzy tepid elastic uneven fiery
sweltering satiny mild velvety dull vinegary
sultry silky toasty threadbare mushy insipid
searing spiky snug quilted waxy bitter

List 37 List 38 List 39 List 40 List 41 List 42

Adjectives
sound

Adjectives
sound

Nouns 
(also verbs)

sound

Nouns 
(also verbs)

sound
Adjectives

smell
Adjectives

smell
blaring noiseless buzz scream acrid piney
booming muted chime screech aromatic rancid
deafening hushed clink slam briny scented
piercing muffled crackle snap earthy sharp
thunderous unspoken gurgle squawk flowery spoiled
raucous silent hiss roar fragrant stagnant
boisterous low hum thud gaseous tempting
earsplitting (US) soundless jingle tinkle minty putrid
ear-splitting (UK) peaceful patter whine musty fetid
shrill still peep whisper perfumed floral
noisy

List 43 List 44 List 45 List 46 List 47 List 48
Adjectives

sight - shape
Adjectives

sight 
Adjectives

sight - place
Adjectives -

clothes/fabric
Adjectives -
sight - +ve

Adjectives -
sight 

angular blotched chaotic crinkled brilliant rigid
beefy speckled orderly wrinkled glossy robust
bulky spotted muddled worn glowing supple
curved striped swarming shabby flashy sickly
flat sparkly congested ruffled exotic feeble
muscular painted tidy opulent elegant frail
hefty drab murky flimsy vivid swollen
broken bruised dingy sheer sparkling weighty
frilled shadowy pristine loose regal stout
wavy shimmering ramshackle lavish irresistable glassy



List 49 List 50 List 51 List 52 List 53 List 54
Adjectives 
characters

Pronouns & 
Adverbs

Root Words -
graph 

Root Words -
photo 

Root Words -
aqua

Root Words -
uni

animated who autograph photograph aquatic united
arrogant whose paragraph photocopy aquarium uniform
exhausted whom biography photojournalist aqueduct unicycle
energetic which choreograph photosynthesis aquanaut unison
dramatic that telegraph photometer aquamarine unicorn
placid geography photographer aquaplane unify
timid where bibliography aquafarming unique
resourceful when calligraphy aquaculture universal
humble why cinematography subaquatic unisex
gullible pictograph reunion

List 55 List 56 List 57 List 58 List 59 List 60

Verbs
 Verbs -
speech

Verbs -
speech

Verbs -
speech Verbs Verbs

abandon bellow mutter remark adore adapt
accuse bleat muse repeat amuse amend
admit boast preach relate astonish consult
blackmail complain plot request cling convince
condemn gasp prompt urge embrace detect
confess growl pronounce utter entertain enable
conquer hesitate proclaim vow excite enclose
deform instruct propose echo flatter explore
envy mumble protest declare inspire identify
exhaust murmur quarrel wheeze perform process

List 61 List 62 List 63 List 64 List 65 List 66

Verbs
Verbs -

craft/protect
Verbs -

relating to food
Verbs -

movement
Verbs -

movement
Adjectives -
characters

acquaint carve consume gallop sneak adept
encounter preserve crunch glide stagger anxious
hail protect crush haul steer ashamed
salute renew grind plunge stomp cowardly
startle cure harvest pump tackle crazy
acquire weave mash punch wade earnest
approve create plow (US) scamper shrug foul
weep sculpt plough (UK) scramble shudder glum
blush craft sauté slither stretch guilty
accost forge sift snatch thrust hostile



List 67 List 68 List 69 List 70 List 71 List 72

Adjectives -
characters

Adjectives -
characters Abstract Nouns Abstract Nouns

Vocabulary -
space

Nouns -
interesting 
characters

keen splendid ambition sorrow solar sorcerer
lame thorough anxiety sympathy solar system sovereign
marvelous (US) vain appetite suspicion astrology squire
marvellous (UK) wicked cowardice woe astronomy traitor
mortal bashful enthusiasm risk atmosphere warrior
modest idle fury wrath planet widow
peculiar ignorant guilt scorn rotate bodyguard
practical polite majesty neglect orbit carpenter
restless tremendous misery mercy nebula champion
sincere stern mischief courtesy globe criminal
sly equator detective

List 73 List 74 List 75 List 76 List 77 List 78
Nouns -

interesting 
characters

Nouns -
character

dress

Nouns -
interesting

settings

Nouns -
interesting

settings
Adjectives - 

settings
Adjectives - 

settings
emperor gown dwelling hillside boundless remote
engineer robe lane highway tempestuous scenic
host goggles jail laboratory turbulent forested
logger ribbon lodge museum isolated windswept
manager frock shelter prairie futuristic luxurious
minister cape stable realm quaint exquisite
peasant cord swamp shipwreck atmospheric outlandish
professor costume thicket university traditional agricultural
sculptor cloak wilderness creek contemporary tranquil
secretary collar boulevard canal unblemished creepy
shepherd brooch cottage opera house urban dismal

List 79 List 80 List 81 List 82

Adverbs Adverbs
Adverbs -
opposites

Adverbs -
time

sweetly strictly unwillingly rarely
gracefully sharply willingly yesterday
beautifully seriously fortunately weekly
amazingly sternly unfortunately sometimes
warmly harshly truthfully regularly
thankfully accusingly untruthfully often
perfectly bitterly surprisingly occasionally
lovingly viciously unsurprisingly never
elegantly rudely safely frequently
delightfully wearily unsafely continually


